
FILM ANALYSIS TE FILM BRIDESMAIDS

They were the only people I have actually known who could inspire a Judd Apatow buddy movie, and all three could do
what not all women do.

Thomas Caldwell,  Wiig's behavior on the flight to Vegas would win the respect of Lucille Ball. These scenes
do already feel considerably trimmed to the bare minimum, but they still slow the film down. They were the
only people I have actually known who could inspire a Judd Apatow buddy movie, and all three could do what
not all women do well, and that is perfectly tell a dirty joke. The movie does a good job of introducing a large
cast and in particular keeping all the members of the bridal party in play. And what's important to social
success is not romance, exactly, but marriage. Paul Feig is the director, but what makes Bridesmaids so
striking is the near-absence of male figures, so that it becomes almost a mirror image of The Hangover. Am I
right?! This leads finally to Annie's explosion at a bizarre French-themed bridal shower with an item of pastry
that would strike even an editor of the Guinness Book of World Records as, well, excessive. Tweet Three of
my good female friends, who I could usually find overcoming hangovers at their Saturday morning "Recovery
Drunches" at Oxford's Pub, once made pinpricks in their thumbs and performed a ceremony becoming blood
sisters. Maybe I liked "Bridesmaids" in their honor. So, here is to hoping there will be another Bridesmaids in
the very near future, and plenty more women making us laugh! Naturally, she expects to be maid of honor, but
begins to fear a rival in Helen Rose Byrne , the rich and overconfident trophy wife of the groom's boss. Yet
the movie has a heart. Her motto: "What happens in Vegas, starts on the plane. Wiig hilariously dramatises
Annie's desire to make the bridesmaids' parties and functions operate down at her own unmoneyed level â€”
through an ambiguous need to rebuke smarmy Helen for her wealth and snobbery, or possibly just to wreck
the whole thing. However, in this case it just shows how human these characters really are as well as proving
that these actors were able to make the old and childish poop joke new. There is a nice running gag in which
Annie will find herself standing next to men, total strangers, and the people to whom she is introduced,
steeped in the ideology of coupledom, keep assuming that she is "with" this embarrassed, random man. At its
best, Bridesmaids is proper, laugh-out-loud, sides-clutching, grin-at- your-mates funny. You see that can lead
to trouble. It shows us women can really be funny when they go to those awkward places like having diarrhea
and talking about sex with a friend. It heals some wounds, restores some hurt feelings, confesses some secrets,
and in general, ends happily, which is just as well, because although there are many things audiences will
accept from women in a comedy, ending miserably is not one of them. With a little, or rather a lot, of help
from your friends, or so say the filmmakers, for better for worse, for richer for poorer, in sickness and in
health, to love and to cherish, till misunderstanding, jealousy, other people or just life us do part. Well, more
like the city street that Lillian, a soon-to-be wife played by a wonderful, warm Maya Rudolph , dashes into,
dressed in the kind of foamy white gown that royal weddings and the bridal industrial complex are made of.
Bridesmaids never really challenges the institution of marriage but it gleefully mocks so much of the hysteria
surrounding weddings. Just before the women visit an impossibly chi-chi boutique to have their expensive
bridesmaids' dresses fitted, Annie insists on taking them to a dodgy Brazilian restaurant, where they pick up a
dose of food poisoning, with horrendous results. Or at the very least, it feels as though they are the only ones
that talk about it. The script as a whole is smart. Annie picks the best restaurants.


